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1. Summary: 

The pressure distribution over the surfaces of a ning of triangular 
plnn form with apex angle less than the Msch angle and of simple wedge 
section 64" thick hes been measured in the 11 inch squsre supersonic tunnel, 
The integrated force coefficients have been compared with calculations based 
on the linearised equstion for thin flat delta wings. It is found thst 
i?hile the lift coefficients ere in close agreement, the induced dreg 
coefficients ere considerably greater than those celculated. As might be 
expected the agreement is much better if the term associated with the 
occurrence of infinite suction on the leading edge is excluded,for the 
pressures close to the leeding edge could not be explored due to the small 
thickness. 

At zero incidence the pressure drag on the sides of the wing is somewhat 
higher than that calculated for the front half of a dismond sh,eped aerofoil 
of similar apex and section nngle. The difference is attributed to lack of 
uniformity in the approaching flow and to flew in the boundary leyer nt the 
wing root. 

An estimate of skin friction drag indicates thst the contribution from 
this cause is about double the pressure drag on the sides at scro incidence. 

2. Introduction 

The experiments to be described were instituted mainly to provide 
preliminary data which could be used subsequently to oomprre with similer 
measurements over wings of other shepes. The model used was not designed 
initially for the present purpose 2nd its construction imposed limits on 
the position of the pressure holes which rendered the measurements somewhat 
unsuitable for comperison with the results of calouletion. 

3. Description of Model 

The model (span @/8", root chord lO'/Sl') wss approximetely triangular 
in 
24 B len form, the leading end trailing edges being inclined at angles of 

and 74" to the v?ind direction respectively (Fig.1.) The Mach angle of 
the incident flow wes about ZL+', so that the leading edge fell inside the 
Mach cone from the apex. 

The model was open at the rear, its surfaces being msde of two steel 
plates inclined to one another at a constant angle which were soldered 
together nlong the leading edge and finished knife shoorp, thus the sections 
parallel to the wind direction were triangular. 

4. Description of Tests 

The model was bolted to co brass turntable which was mounted on the 
tunnel with its surface flush with the inside. A small cleoranoe was left 
between the root chord of the model and the side, so that it could be 
rotsted while the tunnel vlcs running. A slot cut in the turntable cosnwri- 
oated with the inside of the model so thet air could be bled cut of the 
rear of the model if required. 
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A numbor of pressure holes were drilled through the model surf%ees at 
?the points marked in Pig. 1 and oonnected with steel tubes soldered to the 
inside. The tubes were led through the side of the turntable through a 
V~OUIMI tight gland, each being connected to the column of a mercury-multi- 
tube manometer. 

Throughout the tests the pressure and temperature at inlet to the 
tunnel was maintained consten 
maximum chord being 0.94 x IO 2, 

the Reynolds number (%) based on the 
. 

The zero incidence position was determined by turning the model until the 
pressure at a hole in the upper surface was equal to the mean of the 
pressures at holes symmetrically situated with it on the lower surfaae. 

Since the model was sywnetrioal the pressures on a single surface at 
equal positive and negative incidenoes could be used to give the pressures 
on the two surfaces. 

.5. preliminary Tunnel Exploration 

Before making measurements on the model, the pitot and static pressure 
distributions were determined in the empty tunnel in planes 6" above and 
below the position occupied by the model (Pig.2). The presence of pressure 
gradients maybe expected to distort the pressure distribution over the 
model,although in the case of the lift component the errors on each surface 
mey tend to csnrel. No account has been taken of the non-uniformity in 
the flow in the evsluetion of the forces, the Mach number and pressure 
being assumed equal to the mean vslues approaahing the wing. 

Recent measurements of pitot and static pressures in the boundary 
layer on the tunnel wall in the empty tunnel showed that the velocity began 
to fall away from the main stream value at about 0.6" from the mall, the 
displacament thickness being O.lT' near the position occupied by the leading 
edge of the model., No measurements of pressure and velocity have been taken 
near the wall with the model in position and the force coefficients have been 
based on the pressure distribution over the outer 7% of the span. The 
direct effect of boundary layer on the coefficients heve not therefore been 
inoluded. j 

6. Results of Tests 

The pressure distributions over the model surfmes for incidences of 
0 , 2g, 5', 7p and IO' are shown in Fig. 3 where the results are plotted 
as isobars, It will be noticed that in general the pressures tend to 
increase or decrease towards the leading edge, according to whether the 
slope of the surface is positive or negative. (The slope is taken as 
positive when the surface is inclined towords the stream, e.g. the lov~er 
surf2-ce). 

The force coefficients and centre of pressure positions derived from 
the pressure integrations over the upper and lower surf‘aoes are given in 
Table I. The tab&ted coefficients are defined in the usual w;y e.g., the 
drag coefficient is evaluated from D = ,;# (P - ps)dS; CD, = KG nhere 

S is the plan area of the wing; ps,p end U being the mean pressure, 
density and velocity of the approaching stream snd p,dS are the pressure and 
directed area of the surface in the drag direction respectively. 

Table I/ 
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Table 1. m and FenWess of Pressure Positions 

Over Sides of Model 
.-.-- .-. _ _--_ - .__-. - - - r._^- __._^_ ^__ - , ,_ I ._ -__ ___ 

00 i 22 5" 7&c ' ' Inciacvnce i 100 
-- - ---- _....I ._.._. ..-: ! ____-. i----- .- .-.. I -___I 

Drag Coefficient (LY,,,) .0022; .0045 / .Ol& j .0289 ' .0508 j 
I 

Lift Coefficient !',) 0 : .0579 ; .~470 .2074 

* 

.279 i 

' 
Lateral Force Ccsffioient (Cy) .036 .036 ,028 .023 , 

.a7 j 
Lift/Drag 0 12.9 i 10.3 7.2 : 5.5 1 

I 
- . ._ __ - . _ .:. . __. _ 

Perpendicular Distance &VII 
centre of pressure to Leading 0.31 pyp , f rat t1on of 0.275 0.26 0.27 0.29 

span 

Perpendicular Distence from 
centre of pressure to 
Trailing Edge as Frection 
of span (31/8"). 

0.76 0.79 0.75 0.76 0.75 

* Lateral Force positive when directed towards the ifoot. 

1% is evident from the Cable that the lift/drag ratio rises steeply to 8 
maximum at about 2&' incidence and then falls more slowly. These ratiostogether 
with the lift and drag coefficients are plotted in Fig. 4. 

At zero inoidcnoc the centre of pressure was about 3% of the span behind 
the centroid of the surfaces (30 and 8% of the span from the leading and 
trailixg edges respectively). 

During the tests the pressure inside the wing (corresponding to the 
pressure (pb) at the base of the model) was measured. The ratio of this pressure 
to the mean static pressure in the free stream is given in the following table, 
together with the overall pressure drag coefficient. 

Table 2. Base Pressure and Total Pressure Drag Coeffioient \OD) 

I~CldenCe 00 > $0 50 ; 79 .joo / 

-- - ---- -- _L.-. -______ L__ II ___. 

j 0.43 
i 

- -; _-_._. - -..-_.. j-- ------;-.- ._-_I 

Ratio of base to : 0.39 I 0.37 1 0.36 
static pressure. / 

: 0.33 ] 

I i 
I 
I I / / 

Base Drag I .0088 / *Cm5 +0097 i 
Ooefficient(Crx,) : 

.OlOO j ,Oloq 

/ 
Pressure Drag i 

t 

Coefficient .011;0 I .0140 
/ 

.0389 
(cDs 

I .0239 .0612 1 

+ %-D) 
/ 

L ; 

/ I 



It is evident that at zero incidence the drag due to the suction st the 
base is four times the pressure drag over the sides of the model, However, 
although the base drag increases with incidence, the increase is much less 
rapid than thst over the sides, 
at an incidence of about 4”. 

the contributions being approximately the same 

It may be of interest to mention that during one test, air was led into 
the inside of the model through the turntable sufficient to raise the internal 
pressure to 2+ Knnes the static pressure. 
zero inoidence, 

Up to this value, with the model at 
:he pressures at the last row of holes (situated 0.17" 

upstream of the 0:ailing edge) were not sensibly affected. 

7. Discussion 

In Ref. 1. ine pressure distribution for a wing of diamond shaped plan 
form of double l?oLlge section (semi angle @ ) at zero ii&denae has been 
derived from the Linearised theory for wings of small thickness-chord ratio. 
The aalculated R:essure distribution 0’ er the front part of such a wing, for 
the same ratio of apex to Mach angle 
measured distribution (Fig. 5). 

::s the model, has been oompsred with the 
While the pressures are of the same order as 

those predicted oy the theory, the shape of the isobars is quite different, 
and the neasured drag coefficient for the sides of the model (.0022) is 
considerably greeter than that calculated (.0016), This difference is mainly 
a@ributed to 1ac.k of uniformity in the flow approaching the model and possibly 
40 secondary causes due to the flaw in the boundary layer at the wing root. 

It is of some interest to use the base pressure measurements to oompare 
the drag ooefficj.ent of the delta shaped wing with that of diamond plan form. 
Thus taking the sbwe calculated figure for the drag coefficient and adding 
the drag contribution from the base, a ralue (.OlOi+) is obtained which is only 
I$ higher than that for a diamond aerofoil of the sane angle of sweep back 
-?d thickness/chord ratio, Thus it might be said that the advantage of 
sj,;eamlini.ng is almost wholeJy offset by the reduotion of nose angle. 

Expressions for the lift and induced dr:g coefficients for a thin flat delta 
wing with apex aezi angle less than the Mach angle are given in Refnccs2 
and 3. They are 

2llct tan y 
%= E’ . . . . *. . . . (II) 

and CQ = 

,where d = inoideme (radians) 

y = semi apex angle 

P 
t Maoh angle 

and E’ 7 Cu.mplete elliptic integral -: .:.r zeoond kind fo IUO~~US 

4 
"-. 
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In the 'expression (2) for the induced drag, defined as the drag associated 
with lift, the first term on the right hand side represents the ree&&nt of 
the pressures over the surfaces in the drag direation, Tha-.seuonQ~gative term 
is due to the oowrrenoe of infinite suctions on the leading edge, For the 
present model the two terms become 

oDi = f.61 -.,I] %* = .5o r‘~ 

For comparison, the difference of the measured drag over the sides of 
the model and that at zero incidence has been plotted against the square of 
the left ooeffioieni -O(F'$g;: $). The plotted points lie approximately on the 
straight line CD. 

3. 
. L . 

The agreement of the experimental results with the theoretical values 
when the second term is excluded is striking, The presence of high suctions 
at the leading edges would not be revealed in the present tests since the 
pressure holes could not be positioned closer then $I( to the leading edge. 

1n the experiments, no measurements of the drag due to skin frictxon 
were made. An indication of the contribution from this factor is given by 
recent boundary layer measurements on the tunnel wall. These mere made at 
a Reynolds number of about 2 x I.06 and gave a friction ooeffioient (Cf) about 
.0023. Taking this value as applicable to the present model, the friction 
drag ooeffioient is .0046, i.e. about twice the pressure drag on the sides of 
the model at sero incidence. &king a similar allagance at other incidenoes 
the drag coefficients and lift/drag ratios are given in the folloJ&g table. 

Table 3. Drag Goef'ficients and Lift/Drag Ratios for Model 
---_--.---I 1-.1---._ -"--lr _.--__ _--_ -____. _ ___ -i--.- ------- _.--.___. i 
; Incideme j o" ; 2 21” 5" i 7p : IO0 
/ ._ -^..-.- - .--.- --..---f. _-._ I^_._"_I 

j 

i 
---------i----.---,-...-----~.~ 

! Drag Goefficient j 
' for-Sides of Model / .0068 .0091 j .0188 : .o335 : .o554 

1 ; ! I 
.Ol% I .0285 1 .0435 i .0658 

I 1 
! I , , 

6.4 j 5.0 
I 

7.8 ; 6.2 i / 
3.1 ! 5.2 1 4.8 : 4.2 

- -..i- -----__I I - _ _ --___ .- 

Total Drag I 
Coefficient 

' (including base 
/ .0156 

suction). 
i 
/ 

/ Lift/Drag (Sides 1 0 
j of Model) 

I 
Lift/Drag (Total) 

.- - - _ -.- ._" ____. i-2.. 

a. Conclusion 

The pressure distributions over the sides of the model differ considerably 
from those which would be expected from the linearised theory giving a higher 
drag at eero incidence than the oaloulated value. These disorepanoies maybe 
attributed to lack of uniformity in the flow approaching the model and to 
seoondary Causes due to the flow in the boundary layer at the wing root. 

While the lift coeffioients agree oloselynith those oaloulated for the 
flat delta wing, the measured induced drag coeffioients are somewhat higher. 
However, the theoretical expression for the latter includes a term assooiated 
with the presenoe of infinite suctions on the leading edge. In the tests, 
beoause of the small thickness, the pressures close to the leading edge could 
not be measured and if the theoretioal term just referred to is excluded much 
better agreement is obtained. 

The/ 



The overall pressure drag on the nodal at sezo i.mxi.dencei&abotitl% 
higher than Yrs calculated wlue for a diamond shaped aerofoil of the same 
apex angle ancl tkL&ness/chord ratio. 

Measurments of skin friction on the sides of the tunnel indicate that 
the drag fron this cause is considerable, being about twice the pressure 
drag on the sides of the node1 at zero incidenoe. 
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Fiq 4. Lift and Orm ~o~~fkbzrtts ova- sides of Model. 
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Fiq.6. Variation of Induced Dray with L&z. 
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